
“The mind is the athlete, 

the body is just the means.”



There is a need for a new training paradigm.

A shift in perspective of what swimmers are really training. 

What we as coaches are also coaching. 

THE MIND ? 
THE BODY ?

IT’S TIME.



Coaching 
THE BODY

What has been our main focus so far?

+ unintentionally
Cultivating 
over-thinking robots.

● Set explanation
● Race tips examples
● When things go 

wrong...



Where’s the irony?

RACE EXPECTATION: 

‘Just go, have fun...don’t think too much, stay 
strong, believe in yourself..



Where’s the irony?

Everyday training reality:

Physical performance = center of 

attention

Accumulating data (video analysis..etc) 

Results, results, results. 

Technique oriented practices 

Speed, endurance, power 

Measuring lactate, pulse, body fat, 

weight...calorie intake, etc. 

Expected competition performance:

Mental toughness/resilience = KEY

Focus

Confidence 

Competitiveness

Free-spirited, fun attitude

‘No-thinking’ just go

Process-focused

Belief, trust. 

Very few athletes can turn on the 

competitive switch 



Cherry on the top..

What characteristics do you value most in your swimmers?



THE BODY 
is only the 
vehicle

THE MIND is 
the driving 
factor. 

Let’s admit once and for all...



...you can have a Ferrari and not know how to drive it.



COACH THE
MIND

Race example

Fly set example



How do we ensure such a training environment?



What is our main role as coaches?



To be confidence builders. 



“Every single training session is a confidence building exercise.” 

- Nenad Isakovic, Boeing examiner 

“Today you have a confidence building exercise, you will learn and make mistakes, I will learn just as much and I will make m istakes 

as well. But we are here to do it together, I’m here to help you and get the best out of you. This session is built for you to work on 

your weaknesses and build on your strengths. I want you to walk out confident, knowing you’ve sharpened your skills and learned 

something new- whether it’d be about yourself or about flying. Hopefully both. 



● Our job is to guide. Our job isn’t to judge. 

● We are coaches and trainers, not inspectors. When swimmers feel scrutinized, their performance hinders, especially when 

commenting results: ‘That wasn’t fast enough.’ “Thank you, I know.”

● Our job is to equip swimmers with knowledge and tools HOW to power through challenges and HOW to get better. 

● Our job is to ensure quality of practice! 

● Our job is to acknowledge attitude.

● Our job is to build self-worth as much as self-esteem.

● Our job is to teach competencies: knowledge, communication, situation awareness, decision making, problem solving…

● Our main job is developing TRUST. 

It’s way more than 
swimming times... 



How to assure a confident training environment?

1. RELEASE the stress and tension. 

2. Confront REALITY

3. Set the OBJECTIVE

4. Point out COMMON MISTAKES

5. Set ATTITUDE expectations instead of result expectations

6. Create a FEARLESS environment

7. Instead of ‘test set’ write on the whiteboard- ‘learning opportunity’ 

8. Provide them with TOOLS: mental equipment (as described before) 

During sets when things don’t go well, or post practice:

1. STOP. Invite for self-debrief. 

2. Look for root cause. 

3. Brief the big picture. Chose one most important topic. 



What if…..



Regulate emotions

Shift attention

Stay focused

Manage pain

Train awareness

Practice willpower

Stay motivated

Decision making under 
pressure

Be fearless
Make adjustments

Practice champion-like habits

Positive attitude 

Competitive spirit

Practice ‘failure’

..swimmers really 

come to train their 

minds?



...we have the power to influence swimmer’s mental 

performance. It is up to them to engage in actual mental 

training. More on that next time!



Thank You!


